
L U X U R Y H O T E L BUDA PES T 

THE LEADING HOTELS 

OF THE WORLDt) 



EXCELLENCE

Located within an emblematic building 

near Budapest’s Grand Boulevard, Kozmo 

Hotel Budapest is a reinterpretation of 

classic luxury. The hotel’s alluring design 

also evokes a sense of home to create 

a unique guest experience upon arrival. 

Maintaning the distinctive elements offered 

by the original building, the interior hosts 

magnificent high ceilings and historical 

elements including antique frames and 

crown moldings.

NEW LUXURY 5* IN THE OLD CITY

OPENING ON JULY 15th 2020



DISCOVER 
BUDAPEST

CULINARY: Affordable food and leisure is

compared to the rest of Europe.

HISTORY & CULTURE: A historical city with 

unique emblematic buildings, river cruises 

from Vienna, unique natural thermal spas, a 

famous opera house, great musicians, the 

second largest synagogue in the world and 

trams and old subways.



PERFECT 
LOCATION

•  Prime and exclusive location for a 

local experience.

•  Quiet area for privacy.

•  Shuttle transfer to Airport and 

City center.



OUR STRENGTHS

• The city centre is a short walk away 

from the hotel, however we are not 

located in the tourist zone (peace and 

exclusivity/ away from the hustle and 

bustle of the city/ a very local area).

• We are located in an area which allows 

guests to park their car or a bus for 

events, direct transfer from the hotel.

• The unique hotel in Budapest with 

terraces on its rooms.

• Spacious rooms.

•  Boutique 5 stars hotel with a unique 

concept of new luxury in the city.

• High ceilings.



NAMING

The name Kozmo is a reflection of the 

building’s historical legacy as the largest 

telecommunications center of its time.

KÖZlés in Hungarian means COMUNICATION.

NAMING







TOUR & 
ARTWORK

An artist will offer a guided tour of the city to 

our Kozmo Book clients. Photos taken by the 

artist will be exhibited in the hotel rooms.



CARLOS CÁNOVAS

Carlos Cánovas (Hellín, 1941) is friendly and sociable. While 

speaking with him he transmits a calm character and an enviable 

serenity, both of which are also reflected in his photographs.

His career in photography started in 1972 and since then he 

has taken part in numerous expositions and publications. His 

work is featured in museums such as the IVAM and the Reina 

Sofia. Cánovas, who has received many awards throughout his 

career, also teaches and owns work which has been displayed 

in the Museo de Bellas Artes de Bilbao, Instituto Valenciano de 

Arte Moderno (IVAM), Reina Sofía in Madrid, Museo Universidad 

de Navarra and the Museum of Contemporary Photography 

in Chicago. He is also the author of many studies regarding 

photography.



LLUÍS LLÉO

Artist who inherited from his grandfather and his father the 

fascination for the Romanesque paintings of the Vall de Boí. 

This interest in traditional techniques is reflected in his work, 

which applies the fresco technique by using pure pigment. 

His most recent works are characterized by a conjunction 

between sculpture and painting, halfway between figuration and 

abstraction. Lleó knows perfectly combine painting and relief 

giving the whole an almost architectural hue. This kind of spatial 

pictorial organicism in which the material flows from the canvas, 

is transmitter of dichotomies such as lyricism-forcefulness, 

presence-transparency and order-chaos.



CLASSY LUXURY

Kozmo Hotel Budapest’s prime location just 

steps from Dohány Street Synagogue and 

the Great Market provides a chic gathering 

place for travelers and locals.

It maintains an essence of the original 

building by masterfully blending historical 

and ornamental architectural elements.

  “You must be the change you 
wish to see in the world.”





“Superbly renovated historical 

building that blends historic 

elements with classical modern 

design.”

ESSENCE

Kozmo Hotel surprises with its 

reinterpretation of classic luxury 

while maintaining the excellence that 

characterizes members of the Leading 

Hotels of the World.



• Total Rooms: 60

• Total Suites: 24

• Hotel Shuttle to City Center

• WiFi - Complimentary

• 100% Smoke Free

• Fitness Center

ELEGANT LUXURY

This architectural gem has 24 suites and 60 rooms 

decorated in a minimalist and luxurious style 

making its guests’ trip to the Hungarian capital an 

experience of the highest level.

• Historic Landmark

• Meetings & Events

• Pet Friendly - Conditions Apply

• Wellness/Fitness Spa

• Swimming Pool(s)



ROOMS

Its privileged location, near Budapest’s 

Grand Boulevard, makes it the ideal option 

to discover Budapest’s special allure while 

staying in one of the Central European gems 

will make an unforgettable experience with 

an exquisite level of excellence.



HOTEL ROOMS
Completely renovated rooms, and elegantly 

decorated where the design and quality of its 

materials are the main protagonists.

The rooms are divided into four categories: 

Standard, Superior, Junior Suite and Deluxe Suite.

“Alluring design evokes a sense of home to create a 

unique guest experience.”





UNIQUE REINTERPRETATION



SUITES

Its privileged location, near Budapest’s 

Grand Boulevard, makes it the ideal option 

to discover Budapest’s special allure while 

staying in one of the Central European gems 

will make an unforgettable experience with 

an exquisite level of excellence.







LOUNGE BAR







DINING



GASTRONOMY

One of its key offerings is its haute 

cuisine, with an attractive presentation 

and international offer with local dishes 

continuously valuing the perfect element of 

sophistication.



MEETINGS & 
EVENTS

As one of Budapest’s luxury landmarks, the 

hotel stands magnificently close to Dohány 

Street Synagogue and the Great Market of 

the city.

“Polyvalent spacious rooms 

offer natural light and elegant 

decoration.”







sqm Level Banquet Cocktail Theater Classroom U-shape O-Shape Boardroom

108 L0 60+P 100 58+P+L 32+P+L 18+P+L 20+L 16+L

109 L0 60+P 100 58+P+L 32+P+L 18+P+L 20+L 16+L

50 L0 20+P 50 36+P 16+P 12 20 16

50 L0 20+P 50 36+P 16+P 12 20 16

220 L0 120+P 220 98+P+L

362 L0 200+P 360 230+P

L1 20+P 55 38 16+P 18 20 20

56 L2 20+P 55 38 16+P 18 20 20
*P: Presidency/Speaker

*L: Privat Lounge area

Board Meeting
Floor 1  –  56 m2  

Level 1

Board Meeting
Floor 2  –  56 m2  

Level 2

Entrance
FROM PRINCIPAL STAIRS

Restaruant & Bar 
DIRECT ACCESS

Entrance
FROM PRINCIPAL STAIRS

Restaruant & Bar 
DIRECT ACCESS

Meeting Room 1
109 m2

Meeting Room 2
108 m2

Meeting Room 3
50 m2

Meeting Room 4
50 m2

Entrance
3 MIN FROM LOBBY

Courtyard Area
FOR COFFEE BREAK

Natural day light 

Meeting Room 1

Meeting Room 2

Meeting Room 3

Meeting Room 4

[1]+[2]

[1]+[2]+[3]+[4]

Board Meeting

Board Meeting

 Restaurant

 Restaurant



SPA & WELLNESS EXCELLENCE.



“Escape the limits of time and immerse yourself in a 

soothing atmosphere to pamper your mind and body.”

The spa is perfectly aligned with hotel’s 

luxurious style. The magical atmosphere 

invites its guests to experience total 

relaxation.

RELAX



Horváth Mihály Tér 17, 1082, Budapest, Hungary

www.kozmohotelbudapest.com




